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What is 
Business Intelligence?
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is a technology driven process



and knowledge into wisdom.

Business Intelligence supports

information into knowledge,

the translation of data into information,

What is 
Business Intelligence?

The 

ultim
ate goal.



Data

A granular expression of a measured item.

18 | 18 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 19 | 21 | 18 | 18

Eg an expression of the age of your students.



Information

A statement made by gathering data items and 
applying mathematical operators to them.

18 | 18 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 19 | 21 | 18 | 18

Eg “There is 1x 17 year old, 1x 21 year old, there are 5x 18 year olds 
and 2x 19 year olds on programme.”



Knowledge

Extracting conscious understanding from the information 

statement, usually in the context of other things you know to 

be true or important or relevant.

18 | 18 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 19 | 21 | 18 | 18

Eg “One of the learners in our cohort is under 18”



Wisdom

Embedding knowledge to create frameworks 
and points of reference for the future.

18 | 18 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 19 | 21 | 18 | 18

Eg “When developing the Financial Hardship policy, make provision for 
some students that will not be eligible for certain financial support 
elsewhere such as in the form of overdrafts.”



Business Intelligence: 
WHY?

For Discovery

For Decision Support

For Predictive Analysis



What does the software 
DO?

Connect Multiple Data Sets

Sort, Filter and Summarise Data

Present and Visual Data



What BI software could I 
USE? 

…It rather depends on the functionality you need.

Tableau

Power BI

Powerpoint

SAP Crystal Reports

FileMaker

Qlik Survey Monkey

Excel

Access



Examples of BI in Higher Education at 
ACM

Module Evaluation Questionnaires

Programme Health Dashboards

Lobbying for Change



Module 
Evaluation 

Questionnaires

Using Survey Monkey to record 
and visualise student feedback.





Lobbying for 
Change

Using BI to support the need for 
changes in the way government 

views accelerated provision, 
connected with our 

HESA Dataset.



Business intelligence – using higher 
education data in decision making 

Alison Berry, Head of Operations and Performance, HESA 



HESA and Alternative Providers

▪With the introduction of Designation and the access to Student 
Loans for UK and EU students it was agreed by DfE that a 
requirement of designation was to subscribe to HESA and to 
submit to data to HESA.  

▪The AP Student Record was introduced for the first time in 
2014/15. 

▪ There were 63 providers who submitted the AP Student Record, 
DLHE and UNISTATS records to HESA in 2014/15.  

▪This has grown to 103 in the most recent return of 2017/18.



Heidi Plus for Alternative Providers 

▪ harness powerful insights from HE data 

- from both HE institutions and 

alternative HE providers

▪ make the most of information 

on universities and HE colleges, their 

students and graduates

▪ easily create data visualisations and 

dashboards to inform planning



Drag and drop tools

▪ Drag and drop visualisations and dashboards

▪ Create competitor groups to benchmark

▪ Ready made dashboards



Applying for Heidi Plus 

Step 1: application form and the identification of 

lead contacts

Step 2: complete an information security 

questionnaire

Step 3: attendance at mandatory lead contact 

data protection webinar

Step 4: signature of organisational and lead 

contact agreements

Access granted - welcome to Heidi Plus!

https://heidiplus.hesa.ac.uk/#/site/HeidiPlusTrainingHESA/projects


Lead contacts for Heidi Plus 

• Govern the use and access 

to Heidi plus in accordance 

with HESAs terms and 

conditions and GDPR

• Each organisation can have 

two lead contacts 

• GDPR training is free for 

lead contacts and can be 

completed online 



Pearson College London
“Using HESA data, we can compare 
ourselves reliably and consistently 
with our competitors in the public and 
private sectors in terms of retention, 
attainment, and progression to 
employment or further study. This 
intelligence is invaluable to our 
benchmarking activity.”

SARAH MACDONALD, VICE 
PRINCIPAL (ACADEMIC QUALITY 
AND ENHANCEMENT)



Arts Educational Schools London
“When we compared ourselves to 
established universities, the data 
showed us that we were converting 
a higher rate of applicants from 
BAME1 backgrounds into 
enrolments than most of the public 
sector. We also found this was 
similar with students from low 
income backgrounds.” 

JANE MORTON, DEPUTY 
PRINCIPAL



Ballet West 
“We’re looking forward to be able 
to use the HESA data to show off 
who we are to prospective 
students. The HESA data is 
crucial to the TEF1 , NSS2 and 
DLHE3 – it seems like a sensible 
idea to get this right before these 
become mandatory returns for 
us.” 

MIKE ROWELL, ACADEMIC 
ADMINISTRATOR



Developing competitive advantage 



Developing competitive advantage 



Utilising Key performance indicators 



Benchmarking at provider and sector levels in Heidi Plus 



Training and support 

• Customer success team 
Online enquiry:
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/services/heidi-plus/enquiry

• HESA Training team 
T: 01242 211452
E: training@hesa.ac.uk

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/services/heidi-plus/enquiry


Analytics Labs & Community Dashboards
Independent Higher Education Annual Conference 2018

Rhodri Rowlands, Senior Data Visualisation Officer, JISC



A walk through Jisc & HESA’s 

HE dashboard production process

from prototyping with agile teams

(Analytics Labs)

through to publication

as Community Dashboards



▪Analytics Labs
▪Our agile approach
▪Tools & data
▪CPD offer
▪Deliverables

▪Community Dashboards
▪From project to service
▪Special Projects Team
▪Product development
▪Our portfolio



Background



Vision: for the UK to be the most digitally 
advanced higher and further education 
and research nation in the world

Vision: to be the analytical powerhouse for 
UK HE, and the trusted source of national 
HE statistics and public information



▪To develop a shared BI service for UK education

▪“A data science research environment and a 
resulting suite of highly valued interactive 
dashboards and data.”

▪“By the sector for the sector.”

Jisc & HESA Business Intelligence Project | July 2014





What is

Analytics Labs?



▪Answer pressing questions in UK HE

▪Prototype proof-of-concept dashboards

▪Teams of analysts from across UK HE

▪Unique CPD & networking opportunity

What is Analytics Labs?



▪Themes chosen by Strategic Advisory Group

▪2-3 HE labs per year

▪4-5 teams per lab

▪Remote working using agile project management

▪300 participants from 103 UK HEPs (inc 10 APs)

What is Analytics Labs?



Analytics Labs Timeline



▪All-teams start-up event
(4-5 outgoing teams & 4-5 incoming teams)

▪Sprint 1: refine user stories, acquire/prepare data

▪Sprint 2: prototype visualisations

▪Sprint 3: refine dashboards and handover

▪All-teams showcase event

What does an Analytics Labs cycle look like?



Our agile approach



An iterative and incremental approach

to software development

able to change direction

in response to dynamic requirements

Failure is an option

Agile project management



User stories



Themes

▪ Estates Sector Benchmarking

▪ HE Accommodation

▪ Postgraduate Taught Provision

▪ Student Journey Experience

▪ Libraries

▪ Impact of Brexit

▪ Quality Assurance

▪ Sickness Absence & Workforce Planning

▪ Career Calculator

▪ Commuter Student Retention

▪ TEF 2 Analysis Tool

▪ Apprenticeships

▪ Value Added / Attainment Gap

▪ Postgraduate Admissions 

▪ School Competitor Modelling Tools

▪ Grade Improvement

▪ Alternative Providers

▪ International Competitiveness

▪ REF 2021 Planning

▪ Student Residences

▪ Knowledge Exchange Framework

▪ Learning Analytics

▪ 2015 team originate epic ⟹ 2017 SAG supply theme



How to write a user story

▪ As a: <user> e.g. Librarian

▪ When: <context> e.g. I am assessing research performance 

▪ I want to: <feature> e.g. assess citation performance per subject

▪ So I can: <benefit> e.g. measure progress against citation KPIs



Example user story

▪As a School Outreach Activity Officer 

▪When allocating resources to outreach activities

▪I want to identify schools with target 
demographics

▪So I can increase recruitment from target 
groups and improve social mobility



Development team



What does an Analytics Labs team look like?

Product 
Owner

5 to 9 
Analysts

Scrum 
Master

Data & Viz 
Support

Meta 
Product 
Owner



Product Owner

▪Leads on the product

▪Owns Product Backlog

▪Represents the customer/user

▪Contributes domain knowledge

▪Drives the team to success!



Product Backlog

▪Prioritised list of tasks

▪Responsibility of PO

▪Refineable

▪Dynamic

▪Sole source for pulling tasks



Scrum Master

▪Leads on process 

▪Coaches team on agile

▪Facilitates meetings

▪Removes impediments

▪Data wrangler role



Doing the work



What does our version of agile look like?



Sprint Planning F2F

▪Entire team attends

▪Retrospective

▪Identify sprint goals

▪Create sprint backlog
Identify tasks, prioritise, estimate effort



Remote Scrum

▪Weekly remote working day

▪Morning stand-up

▪Skype chat

▪Afternoon show & tell



Our tools



▶

GDPR



What about data?



▪Low shelf data
▪HESA data orders
▪Heidi Plus
▪GOV.UK
▪ONS
▪IMD & Polar 4
▪Other open data

▪High shelf data
▪League Tables
▪UCAS
▪Other licenced data
▪Data behind a paywall



▪57 datasets used as at October 2017

▪20 public sector organisations

▪9 private sector organisations

▪Most popular sources were HESA and HEFCE

Where does the data come from?



15 out of 27 teams used HESA Student Record

What are the most popular datasets?



Supporting

Continuing 
Professional 
Development



▪Participating in agile development

▪Visualising data

▪Transforming data

▪Digital collaboration

▪Understanding policy & data landscape

Competencies



Participating in agile development

Indicators Evidence

Understanding requirements • User stories evident in final visualisations

Working collaboratively • Working effectively in teams or pairs
• Contributing to weekly scrums

Working iteratively • Contributing to sprint planning including 
backlog and retrospective

• Contributing to weekly scrums



Visualising data

Indicators Evidence

Using data visualisation tools • Visualising and analysing data using Tableau

Building interactive dashboards • Creating an interactive dashboard using Tableau

Demonstrating good practice • Consideration of best practice evident in final 
visualisations



▪Focuses on 2 out of 5 competencies

▪Helps participants get up to speed quickly

▪Signposts Alteryx and Tableau resources

▪Plus balanced teams & data expert

Curriculum



Digital badge

▪ Can be shared on social
media, blogs, email

▪ Opt-in
▪ Authenticated
▪ Links to CPD criteria



Analytics Labs 
deliverables



▪Team completes handover for each user story

▪Final datasets & dashboards published

▪Presentation at showcase event (with voting)

▪Short video (3 minutes)

At the end of the final sprint



Community 
Dashboards





▪Currently freely available via Heidi Plus

▪Available to HEPs with a full HESA subscription

▪Moving to paid subscription model

Community Dashboards are…



▪December 2016: first CDs published

▪September 2017: 2nd wave; bottleneck

▪February 2018: 3rd wave; BETAs

▪Autumn 2018: SPT: original content with PoC

▪Early 2019: subscription service (funding labs)

From funded project to self-sustaining service



▪One team of Jisc & HESA developers

▪Multiple products & POs; SAG-agreed themes

▪Broadly same agile model, tools & processes

▪No CPD or showcase, ongoing sprint cycles

A special Analytics Labs team



What does the development team look like?

Product 
Owners

5 to 9 Developers Scrum 
Master



▪User stories

▪Personas

▪Stakeholder interaction

▪User experience (UX) testing

User-centred design



1) Storyboard initial concepts

2)Desk research

3) Generate user stories

4)Data prep

5) Iterative dashboard development

6)Beta testing, QA, UX, documentation

Developing a product development process



▪Check data and calculations are correct

▪Meet standards of UI & data viz good practice

▪Acceptable levels of granularity

▪Brand alignment

▪Bug testing

Approach to quality assurance



▪High-level concept validation

▪Iterative testing with small number of end users

▪Scenario testing = tasks with success criteria

▪Users questions/problems = insight

Approach to user experience testing 



Testers tend to pick up on the same issues and faults



Our portfolio



ID Name Release Date

1 Athena Swan & Race Equality Dashboard Dec 16

2 Destination of Leavers by Activity Dec 16
3 Destination of Leavers Explorer Dec 16

4 HE-BCI Part B Explorer Dec 16
5 University Research Benchmarking Feb 18
6 Finding Comparable Providers Sep 17
7 League Table Dashboard Jan 18
9 School Finder Sep 17
11 Single HEI Comparison by FTE Sep 17
12 Destination Flow Sep 17
22 A-Level Subjects Feb 18
25 Costs vs Staff Correlation Feb 18
29 Brexit Implications on Research Jan 18
31 Estates Sector Benchmarks Jan 18
39 Provider Healthcheck Apr 18

Community Dashboards



Community Dashboard BETAs
ID Name Release Date

1 Age & Workforce Planning Jan 18

2 Destinations Analysis Jan 18
3 Financial Indicators Jan 18

4 Future Course Explorer Jan 18
5 Market Insight Jan 18
6 TEF Exploratory Dashboard Jan 18
7 TEF Metrics Core and Split Metrics Jan 18



Currently in development

▪Staff Metrics
▪Staff demographics

▪Recruitment, retention & 
progression

▪Sickness & absence

▪Workforce planning

▪Course Market Research
▪KS5 subject analysis

▪UG course provision

▪Student destinations

▪ Industry & workforce
(inc UKCES Working Futures)



A few public 
dashboards













What’s next?



What’s next for Analytics Labs?

▪October 2018
▪Diversity

▪Learning Analytics

▪Postgraduate Research

▪Financial Sustainability

▪Well-being

▪February 2018
▪Professional Teaching 

Qualifications

▪Welsh Insights

▪Research Funding



▪Continuing the same agile CPD model

▪No charge (T&S & time)

▪Email help@jisc.ac.uk quoting ‘Analytics Labs’

▪JiscMail: https://tinyurl.com/Jisc-BI-Project

What’s next for Analytics Labs?



▪Overall focus on themed dashboard suites

▪Combining original content with labs PoC

▪Moving into user testing and market testing

▪Subscription model from early 2019

What’s next for Community Dashboards?



Together, but not the same.
Team AP



Together, but not the same.
In the new register, Higher Education Institutions and Alternative 
Providers are to be treated ’as one’, without any differentiating 
terminology.  As a representative group of the AP sector, we’re really 
happy to finally be considered together as Higher Education Providers.  
But calling us the same doesn’t mean that we are the same in all areas.  
In fact, we’re not even the same as each other. 

Our dashboard journey is therefore designed to make visible all of 
our similarities and differences, when compared to eachother, and 
when compared to the wider University sector.



Tools for Discovery

Meet the APs
Find out about the UK’s Alternative Providers : who they 
are, where they are, what they do, and how they may be 
categorised.

Meet their Students
Who are the students that attend APs? What is their 
background? What are their characteristics?

Distance Travelled
What happens to students during their studies? What 
qualifications do they graduate with?

Tools for Comparison

Top 5 Peer Finder
When considering your own institution at department/subject 
level, this tool allows you to identify Alternative Providers that 
you may be more similar to than your first realise.

Compare Student Profiles
How does your institution and/or the wider University sector 
compare when considering student profiles of APs?

Compare Value Added
How does Added Value (by way of distance travelled) differ 
across institutions and sectors?



▪ User Story 1: As a policy maker, when I consider student recruitment and 
marketing strategies, I want to understand what other institutions in AP 
and HEI sectors look like in terms of who they are, what courses they offer, 
where they are, and how many students they have, so that I can consider 
the offering of my own institution.

▪ User Story 2: As a planner, when I consider benchmarking with other 
institutions, I want to be able to identify institutions that are similar to my 
own, across the AP and HEI sectors.

▪ User Story 3: As a policy maker, when I consider improving HE provision, I 
want to understand what student bodies look like across the AP and HEI 
sectors, so that I can consider areas to focus on / fund / improve.

▪ User Story 4: As a marketing officer, when I build marketing campaigns, I 
want to understand value added (qualifications on entry vs awarded 
qualifications) across the AP and HEI sectors, so that I can advertise the 
value of our offer.

User Stories



▪ From HESA: A combination of AP Student return and HE Student 
return data.

▪ Already available: NSS Data.

▪ From IFF and as published by HEPI: Research into the 
categorisation of Alternative Providers.

▪ NB: As this was the first time that AP had been brought into the 
Analytics Labs environment, our data order was large and complex.  
Thanks go to HESA staff for assisting us in getting the job done.

Data Sources



Scrum Master: Rhodri Rowlands – JISC, Data overlord: Scott Wilson – Cetis LLP, Product Owner: Oliver Sussat –The 
Academy of Contemporary Music, Product Champion: Matt Jansen – London School of Business and Management, Team 
Members: Anis Sarker – Icon College, Anna Riddick – SAE Institute, Ashley Hards – Global University Systems , Eddie Lazell
–The Academy of Contemporary Music, Gethin Edwards – University College of Estate Management, Mazharul Islam –
London Churchill College, Milo Wakelin – Regent’s University London, Rahini Kothandapani – Regent College



▪ Anis Sarker – Icon College

▪ Mazharul Islam – London Churchill College

▪ User Story: As a policy maker, when I consider student recruitment 
and marketing strategies, I want to understand what other 
institutions in AP and HEI sectors look like in terms of who they are, 
what courses they offer, where they are, and how many students 
they have, so that I can consider the offering of my own institution.

Team 1 Dashboard:
“Meet the APs”











▪ Milo Wakelin – Regent’s University, London

▪ Scott Wilson – Cetis LLP 

▪ User Story: As a planner, when I consider benchmarking with other 
institutions, I want to be able to identify institutions that are similar 
to my own, across the AP and HEI sectors.

Team 2 Dashboard:
“Top 5 Peer Finder”







▪ Eddie Lazell –The Academy of Contemporary Music

▪ Rahini Kothandapani – Regent College

▪ User Story: As a policy maker, when I consider improving HE 
provision, I want to understand what student bodies look like across 
the AP and HEI sectors, so that I can consider areas to focus on / fund 
/ improve.

Team 3 Dashboards: 
“Meet their Students / Compare Student Profiles”















▪ Anna Riddick – SAE Institute

▪ Ashley Hards – Global University Systems

▪ Gethin Edwards – University College of Estate Management

▪ User Story: As a marketing officer, when I build marketing 
campaigns, I want to understand value added (qualifications on entry 
vs awarded qualifications) across the AP and HEI sectors, so that I 
can advertise the value of our offer.

Team 4 Dashboards:
“Distance Travelled / Compare Value Added”









What is 
Business Intelligence?

Business Intelligence

for analysing and presenting data.

is a technology driven process

Questions?

Alison Berry, Head of Operations and Performance, HESA 

Rhodri Rowlands, Senior Data Visualisation Officer, JISC

Oliver Sussat, Director, The Academy of Contemporary Music


